
Tag used at the end of a set of HTML     1.

Part of the Internet that supports multimedia and 
consists of linked documents   

  3.

First document users see when they visit a Web site     6.

Web site that has many levels of pages and more 
complex navigation   

  7.

Web development phase that finds the purpose of the 
Web site   

  9.

Web development phase that finds if the Web site 
functions correctly   

12.

Program that allows a user to enter, change, and save 
text   

13.

Web site where all Web pages are linked to the home 
page   

17.

File that lists requested Web pages   19.

High-speed data lines connecting major computer 
systems   

23.

Private network to share information with select 
partners   

25.

Method of measuring ease-of-use of a Web site   26.

Structure that connects Web pages in a straight line   27.

Verify a Web site works with various browsers   28.

Private network to share information among 
employees   

30.

Related collection of Web pages   32.

No longer recommended    2.

A shortened name for World Wide Web    4.

Markup language that uses tags to describe structure 
and content  

  5.

Another term for Web server    6.

Structure that connects Web pages with no set 
organization  

  8.

Definable characteristics  10.

Worldwide collection of computer networks  11.

Measure of how easy it is for users to accomplish their 
goals  

14.

Program that provides text editing and special HTML 
editing features  

15.

The look of a Web page  16.

An element used to connect one Web page to another  18.

Finds out what happens when large numbers access 
the site  

20.

Computer that stores and sends requested Web 21.

Combination of HTML tags, CSS, and a scripting 
language  

22.

A group of two or more computers that are connected 
together  

24.

Short for hyperlink  29.

Used to define the structure and layout of a Web 
document  

31.


